Move the mouse over any ocean to see the ocean surface currents in that ocean. Click on an ocean to explore the ocean surface currents in that ocean in greater detail.

New currents posted:
The North Equatorial Current  The North Equatorial Counter Current  The South Equatorial Current System

A web-based ocean current reference site. Each current has important links, summary text detailing velocity and hydrographic observations, and plots such as, average current speed and locations, drifting buoy positions, sea surface temperature maps, and HYCOM simulations.

Introduction to Ocean Surface Currents
- **Glossary** - General ocean current terminology.

Exploring the Ocean Surface Currents in Detail by Ocean
- **Atlantic Ocean Currents** - Explore 32 different current systems in the Atlantic Ocean.
- **Indian Ocean Currents** - Under Construction.
- **Pacific Ocean Currents** - Under Construction.
- **Polar Oceans Currents** - The Arctic Ocean and The Southern Ocean.
- **Marginal Sea Currents** - The Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, The Mediterranean Sea.

To Explore Further ...
- **Basin Maps** - Topography/Bathymetry, Historical Ship Drift, Satellite-Derived Currents (OSCAR), and Drifting Buoy maps.
- **Data (SST & SVV)** - A description of the Sea Surface Temperature Fields, the Sea Surface Velocity Vectors, and buoy trajectories used on this site.
- **Ocean Current Properties** - Table of surface current properties.
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